
Adjustable 
approach ...
OK, so not
everyone has a full 
complement of 
tools in their shed 
but in the past 
adjustable 
wrenches have 
been less than 
satisfactory. 
The Bahco 9031 
adjustable wrench promises to 
raise the bar with extra-wide jaws 
and a slimline design. The 9031 
adjustable wrench, $55, at leading 
hardware stores, from Bahco.

Bulletin board
■ Homeowners will see a major benefit 

with the news that fire-resistant 
downlight protectors will be covered 
under the Federal Government’s $1600 
home insulation rebate. Downlight 
protectors resist fire but also bring a 
significant increase in energy efficiency.

According to independent research, 
a ceiling without downlight protectors 

Our top 3
A nifty lawn mower, long-lasting paint and 
an adjustable wrench topped our list for 
those who are handy around the home

● MORE INFORMATION
Bahco 1300 728 177, bahco.com 
Sanli sanli.com.aub Taubmans taubmans.com.au

several builders committed to 
participate. For building or sales 
enquiries, call 4631 3200 or 
visit harringtongrove.com.au

can see up to a 66 per cent reduction 
in energy efficiency, even with freshly 
installed insulation. This is because 
insulation installers typically create 
a gap of 500mm x 500mm around 
each downlight, which is the 
alternative to suitable downlight 
protectors as allowed under the 
Australian Standard.

The Government’s decision will 
bring the Home Insulation Program 
into line with broader government 
policy on energy efficiency. 

Arrowform’s Isolite Guard meets 
the highest requirement of the 
Australian Standard and allows the 
enclosed downlight to abut the 
insulation and any timber beams.
As well as ensuring a ceiling achieves 
close to 100 per cent energy efficiency, 
Isolite Guards are specifically designed 

to prevent ceiling fires. Retailing for 
around $16 each, these Australian-
made Isolite guards are available from 
over 1000 outlets nationally, including 
many insulation companies.

■ The concrete slab was recently poured 
for the first of the homes being built 
at the Harrington Grove estate. The 
laying of this first foundation signifies 
the beginnings of a new community 
that is expected to evolve and flourish 
at Harrington Grove. Harrington Grove 
residents will build their homes on 
picturesque widely spaced homesites 
(from 800 to 1300sq m) while also 
enjoying the exclusive and world-class 
sporting, dining and leisure facilities of 
the newly built nearby country club. 
The display village will open early 
next year, and already there are 

Beetle mania … Apparently the 
Sanli LawnBeetle is Australia’s 
smallest petrol-powered mower. 
Wonderfully lightweight, it can 
be easily manoeuvred to make 
cutting the lawn a breeze. Sanli 
LawnBeetle, $199, from Kmart.

Harrington Grove

Enduring result ... 
We all love painting 
the house – not. 
So when a product 
comes along that 
will give us all 
a longer time 
to rest between 
coats, it has to 
be worth a look. 
The new Endure 
range of interior 
and exterior paints 
from Taubmans has superior resistance to scrubbing and 
cleaning, which means more time for rest and relaxation. 
Endure paint, from $63.90 for 4 litres, from Taubmans.

Arrowform’s Isolite Guard
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For cabinetmaker and master craftsman Ian Thomson, restoring early Australian furniture brings 
its own rewards. “When dismantling and repairing this furniture, you find yourself being taught 
cabinetmaking by the best,” he says. His work can be seen in the kitchens of Vaucluse House and 
Elizabeth Bay House, where he has meticulously constructed and restored furniture large and small.

Space
invaders ...

I have a great 
photo of the 

interior of the 
Hofburg library 

in Vienna on 
my wall at the 
workshop. It is 
an inspiration 
because you 
always need 
more space

Power switch ...
Just like mobile phones, what 

did we do before we had cordless 
power tools? Makita two-piece 

18V LXT Combo kit, $829, from
Sydney Tools, 9569 6133

Coffee culture ... At least I know my coffee-making will 
look good with a machine like this. La Pavoni Stradivari 
coffee machine, $1650, from EuroEspresso, 9560 7000, 
euroespresso.com.au
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